By means of a simple example it is demonstrated that the task of finding certain patterns in an otherwise random data set can be accomplished efficiently by a quantum computer. Employing the powerful tool of the quantum Fourier transform the quantum algorithm exhibits an exponential speed-up in comparison with its classical counterpart. PACS: 03.67. Lx, 42.30.Sy, 89.70.+c. Introduction Pattern recognition is one of the basic problems in artificial intelligence, see, e.g., [1] . For example, generally a short look at a picture like the one in Fig. 1 suffices for the human brain to spot the region with the pattern. However, it is a rather non-trivial task to accomplish the same performance with a computerin particular if the orientation and the structure of the pattern are not known a priori.
Introduction Pattern recognition is one of the basic problems in artificial intelligence, see, e.g., [1] . For example, generally a short look at a picture like the one in Fig. 1 suffices for the human brain to spot the region with the pattern. However, it is a rather non-trivial task to accomplish the same performance with a computerin particular if the orientation and the structure of the pattern are not known a priori.
Besides the detection and localization of pattern (for example identifying seismic waves in the outputs of seismographs) the comparison and matching of the observed pattern to a set of templates (such as face recognition) is another interesting question. Usually these problems are solved with special classifiers, such as neuronal networks or Fourier analysis, etc., cf. [1] .
The specific properties of the task of pattern recognition (one may consider many combinations simultaneously and is interested in global features only) give raise to the hope that quantum algorithms may be advantageous in comparison with classical (local) computational methods (with a unique entry).
During the last decade the topic of quantum computing has attracted increasing interest, see, e.g., [2] for a review. It has been shown that quantum algorithms can be enormously faster that the best (known) classical techniques: Shor's factoring algorithm [3] , which exhibits an exponential speed-up relative to the best known classical method; Grover's search routine [4] with a quadratic speed-up; and several black-box problems [5] [6] [7] [8] , some of which also exhibit an exponential speed-up.
In the following a quantum algorithm for the detection and localization of certain patterns in an otherwise random data set is presented. It turns out that this method is also exponentially faster than its classical counterpart.
The idea of using quantum computers for the aforementioned task of template matching (which is different from pattern detection/localization) has been elaborated in [9] . More generally, Ref. [10] points out the advantages of a quantum memory in this respect. Note, however, that the necessity of loading the complete data set into a quantum memory may represent a drawback. In [11] an algorithm for data clustering (in pattern recognition problems) is developed, which is based on/inspired by principles of quantum mechanics -but does not involve quantum computation.
Description of the Problem Let us consider a N × M array containing P = N M points with a homogeneous density < 1 (for example = 1/2). Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) we may assume ≤ 1/2 -otherwise we could just consider the complementary (negative) picture → 1 − .
A small fraction χ of these points (say χ = 1/10) forms a pattern in a region of the size χN M , cf. Fig. 1 . For simplicity we restrict our consideration to linear patterns, i.e., the angles within the pattern do not change. Let us suppose that we know N , M , , and the positions of all points -but we neither know the size χ of the pattern (or whether there is a pattern at all) nor its structure and orientation (except that it is linear). The task is to find an algorithm for extracting this information.
W.l.o.g. we may assume N = 2 n and M = 2 m with integers n, m ∈ N allowing for a binary representation. (Otherwise we may enlarge the array accordingly.)
Data Processing It is probably most convenient to view the data set as a (quantum) black box
where the input state encodes the coordinates x and y of a potential point in the array as n-and m-qubit strings, respectively, together with a third one-qubit register |0 needed for unitarity. The output function f (x, y) as-sumes the value 1 if there is a point at these coordinates and 0 if not. As a possible physical realization one might imagine a configuration like the following: a focused light beam passes n + m controlled diffractors (e.g., non-linear Kerr media) which change its direction by definite angles ϕ j if the control qubit is |1 and do not affect it otherwise. For suitably chosen angles (ϕ Note that, in this realization, it is not necessary to load the complete (classical) information of the array into a quantum memory -this would be a serious caveat (which drastically limits the region of applicability of Grover's quantum search procedure, for example). Also the involved number of devices (n + m) is very small in this case. Each diffractor acts similar to a controlled swap or a switch gate
with α, β = 0, 1. However, the series connection of these diffractors allows for a very efficient data processing. Quantum Algorithm Now we may apply the wellknown trick of inquiring all possible values of the coordinates (x, y) in only one run of the black box (quantum parallelism). To this end we prepare a state as the superposition of all possibilities by using the Hadamard gate H. For a single qubit in the |0 , |1 basis the (unitary) Hadamard gate
acts as H|0 = (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2. By multiple application of H and running the black box (only once) we arrive at the desired superposition
Now measuring the third register |f (x, y) and obtaining 1 prepares the state |ψ as a superposition of the coordinates |x and |y of all points. (Otherwise one would just obtain the complementary set → 1 − .)
It will be advantageous to reorganize the array by dividing it into M rows of length N and combining them all to one string of length S = N M . The coordinate of a given point is now one n + m = s-digit binary number z = x+ N y (instead of two numbers x and y). The corresponding quantum state is simply given by |z = |x ⊗|y .
In
where 0 ≥ z l ≥ S − 1 denotes position of l-th point (as a s-digit binary number). The next basic part of the quantum algorithm is the application of the quantum Fourier transform (QFT). It acts on a basis element like |z = |110100 . . . as
Hence the superposition state |Ψ in Eq. (5) will be transformed into
Assuming a random distribution of points z l without any pattern there will be no privileged values of k (except k = 0) and the measurement of k > 0 yields just noise. However, the presence of a pattern within the data set introduces a typical length scale and thus leads to peaks of the factor in front of |k at certain values of k -which hence can be used as an indicator.
Pattern localization The task of pattern recognition does not only include the mere detection of a pattern but also its localization and classification. The comparison with a given set of templates will not be discussed here, see [9] . The next step is to extract informations about the pattern from the peak(s) in the measurements of k -in close analogy to the reconstruction of the probe structure in diffraction experiments.
Consider, for example, a simple line pattern like the one in Fig. 1 . In this case the basic quantities are the distance * of the lines D ∈ N with D N and their slope κ ∈ R. Here κ denotes the deviation of the line from a horizontal one, i.e., after going down R rows the sequence is shifted by κR columns to the right. So the points z belonging to a particular line (e.g., with D = 2 and κ = 1 as in Fig. 1 ) are given by
W.l.o.g. we may assume κ ≤ 1 -otherwise we could just interchange rows and columns N ↔ M . Therefore, every row of the pattern generates a peak around k ≈ S/D (and integer multiples of it). However, the sum of all rows interferes constructively only if k is fine-tuned according to the slope κ via
Since the first term in the above equation is of order O(N M ) whereas the second term is much smaller O(M ), the value of k determines D exactly and κ to a high accuracy at the same time (remember D ∈ N). The fact that the pattern covers a fraction χ of the whole area only results in a finite width of the peak of order O(1/ √ χ) which clearly does not spoil the analysis. (Owing to the discretization the accuracy of κ is limited by O(1/M ) anyway.)
The height of the peak can be estimated by means of Eq. (7). In the resonance case the sum includes χ S constructively interfering addends which lead to an amplitude of order O(χ √ ). Thus the probability p of measuring the peak at k is given by
i.e., independent of N and M -and therefore drastically enhanced over the random noise. Consequently, if a number Ω of measurements yields one (or more) pronounced peak(s) besides k = 0 then there exists a pattern larger than χ min = O(1/ √ Ω) and otherwise not (at least with a very high probability). Quite reasonably, the smaller the pattern, i.e., χ, the longer one has to search.
In this way one can determine the size of the pattern χ by the frequency of measuring the peak at k. Its structure, i.e., the values of D and κ, can be inferred from the location of the peak. Of course, integer multiples of the value of k given by Eq. (9) do also correspond to (higher) resonances -as long as they are smaller than S.
Having found the orientation κ of the pattern and its size χ it can be localized easily by dividing the total N × M array into smaller pieces and checking for the occurrence of lines with the slope κ. Another possibility could be to run the same quantum algorithm again in the smaller domains.
Discussion Let us estimate the size of the proposed algorithm, i.e., the number of involved computational steps, and compare it with the classical method, in the limit S → ∞ while and χ remain finite.
In view of Eq. (10) we need only a few O(S 0 ) queries of the black box in order to find a pattern of a given size with high probability. Clearly, this is not possible with any classical algorithm -demonstrating the advantage of the global quantum computation over the local (only one point at the time) classical technique.
Given the explicit physical realization of the black box described before it is also possible to compare the total number of fundamental manipulations. For the preparation of the initial state in Eq. (4) one has to apply the Hadamard gate m + n = s = log 2 S times. The black box itself involves about the same number of operations. The quantum Fourier transform (QFT) in Eq. (6) requires O(log 2 2 S) steps for obtaining the exact result and is even faster O(log 2 S) if we measure [2] the outcome immediately afterwards -as it is the case here.
In contrast, the best known classical algorithm, the fast Fourier transform (FFT), implements O(S log 2 S) operations and is therefore exponentially slower. Note that, since we do not know the typical "wave-numbers" k associated with the pattern a priori, we would have to calculate the FFT for a large number O(S) of possible values of k -whereas the QFT accomplishes all this simultaneously and automatically gives us the values k with the largest amplitudes in average measurements.
However, it cannot be excluded here that perhaps a classical algorithm exists which is better than the FFT and may compete with the proposed quantum algorithm (though not in the number of queries of the black box). But it is extremely hard to see how one might determine the slope κ in O(log 2 S) steps classically: firstly, the processing of the coordinates of only one single point already requires O(log 2 S) operations, and, secondly, the average size of patterns that occur purely by accident with a finite probability in the random data set is also O(log 2 S).
Assuming that there is indeed no such classical algorithm the problem under consideration represents another example for the (conjectured) exponential speedup of quantum computation -based on the power of QFT for problems related to (quasi) periodical structures (which is also the basic ingredient for Shor's algorithm [3] ; though in that case the periodicity is exact -in contrast to the situation considered here).
Of course, this speed-up has only been possible since it was not necessary to load the complete array into a quantum memory (cf. [9, 10] ) -this would have involved about O(S) operations and thereby lead to a drastic (exponential) slow-down.
Summary and Outlook In summary, quantum algorithms are capable of solving certain problems of pattern recognition (i.e., detection, localization, and classification) besides template matching [9] much faster O(log 2 S) than their classical counterparts [12] .
Although this has been demonstrated explicitly in this article for line patterns only, the basic idea applies to more difficult (but still linear) patterns as well. Any linear pattern in the array {x, y} can be characterized by a typical periodical repetition in the string {z}. After A < M rows the same sequence occurs again, but possibly shifted by B < N columns. In this case one would have to analyze a more complicated peak structure (including the higher-order peaks) but the general procedure is the same.
The investigation of non-linear patterns, such as a set of concentric circles, is apparently more involved and probably requires adapted methods. As further generalizations one might consider non-ideal patterns with missing points, a finite tolerance in their positions, etc., which would weaken and broaden the peaks in k.
